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Application of Ps Scattering Kernels to Imaging the Mantle Transition Zone with
Receiver Functions
By
Han Zhang
B.S. Geophysics, University of Science and Technology of China, 2015
ABSTRACT
Both the thermal structures and the hydrated level of the mantle transition zone are
attractive to researchers in solid Earth science fields. Although some aspects of the
questions have been answered based on current geophysical observations, a high
resolution seismic map of such layer on a continental scale is still valuable for improving
our understanding of the lateral variations inside the mantle transition zone. Here we
extend a 3D pre-stacking migration method to make it more applicable for imaging the
mantle transition zone depths. After the validation of the method with 1D synthetic data,
two types of 2D structures are adopted for exhibiting the advantages and disadvantages of
different practical imaging parameters. The results indicate that the method is capable of
mapping dipping anomalies as well as discrete low velocity layers. Some practical
parameters, such as the slowness window and the wavelet can heavily affect the migrated
results. It is suggested to choose these imaging parameters based on the understanding of
the primary targets as well as associated synthetic tests. Finally, the observed data from
the USArray are migrated with the new method. The profiles show the major
discontinuities, the 410 and the 660, inside the mantle transition zone clearly. Some
topographic changes of the two interfaces are consistent with the prediction from mineral
physics in sign while a few are not. The observation suggests factors other than
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temperature may also have influence on the topography of the two discontinuities in the
region.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The mantle transition zone is the lowermost layer of the upper mantle. It is widely studied
because its observable geophysical characteristics can be clearly linked to mineral
physics predictions and the layer likely acts as an important mechanical and chemical
filter in the mantle convection system (Anderson & Bass, 1986; Bercovici & Karato,
2003; Bina & Helffrich, 1994; Ishii & Tromp, 1999; Morishima et al., 1994; Shearer &
Flanagan, 1999; Tackley et al., 1993). The mantle transition zone is bounded by two
seismic velocity discontinuities at nominal depths of 410 km and 660 km herein referred
to as the 410 and the 660 (Kind & Li, 2007). The 410 and the 660 are attributed to phase
transformations of olivine polymorphs in the pressure range from 13 GPa to 24 GPa
(Stixrude & Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011). The 410 represents the transition between olivine
and wadsleyite and the 660 represents the transition from ringwoodite to bridgmanite plus
magnesiowustite (Helffrich & Wood, 2001). Depth-dependent seismic velocity profiles
through the transition zone averaged either globally or regionally can be used to evaluate
models of the mineralogical composition of the mantle (Xu et al., 2008; Zhang & Bass,
2016). Additionally, topography of the 410 and the 660 seismic interfaces can be imaged
at global and regional scales with the migration of reflected or converted waves (Dueker
& Sheehan, 1997; Flanagan & Shearer, 1998a) and related to thermal structure via
experimentally determined Clapeyron slopes of the mineral phase transformations (Gu et
al., 1998). The Clapeyron slope for the olivine to wadsleyite reaction is ~4 MPa/K
(Katsura et al., 2004), which translates to ~12 km shallower depth for a temperature
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decrease of 100 K based on the PREM density model (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981).
The Clapeyron slope of the ringwoodite to bridgmanite plus magnesiowustite reaction is
~-2.5 MPa/K (Ye et al., 2014), which translates to ~7 km greater depth for a temperature
decrease of 100 K.

Using SS precursor reflections with a period of ~20 s, Houser et al. (2008) presented a
recent global topographic map of the 410 and the 660, which shows topographic
variations of about ±20 km for both discontinuities with an imaging bin radius of 5˚.
Similar large-scale imaging with mid-point reflections has provided insight into
fundamental processes such as heterogeneous slab penetration into the lower mantle (e.g.,
Shearer & Masters, 1992) and the viability of lower mantle plume sources for hotspot
volcanism (e.g., Schmerr et al., 2010). Finer scale, 10’s of km resolution can be achieved
with source-side reflected and converted phases from subduction zone earthquake that are
observed at higher frequencies (~1 Hz). However, this approach requires optimally
located earthquakes so the availability of constraints is sparse and heterogeneous. In
some cases, source-side reflections and conversions have allowed detailed mapping of
colds slabs interacting with phase transitions (e.g., Wicks & Richards, 1993) and even
identification of amplitude focusing due to curved phase boundary deflections (e.g.,
Zhang et al., 2017). Through the stacking of teleseismic Ps receiver functions, ~100 km
resolution can be obtained beneath dense and wide-aperture seismic arrays, which have
become increasingly common in the past decade including studies of EarthScope’s
USArray data (Cao & Levander, 2010; Gao & Liu, 2014; Schmandt et al., 2012; Tauzin
et al., 2013; Wang & Pavlis, 2016). Receiver function imaging has enabled more detailed
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views of how transition zone boundaries interact with slabs and potential lower mantle
upwellings (e.g., Li & Yuan, 2003; Schmandt et al., 2012) and the deep roots cratonic
lithosphere (e.g., Thompson et al., 2011). In addition to thermal structure, the past two
decades have seen increasing interest in the ability of transition zone structure to detect
potential reservoirs and fluxes of volatiles such as hydrogen in the mantle (Bercovici &
Karato, 2003; Smyth & Jacobsen, 2006; van der Lee & Wiens, 2006). Hydrogen defects
in nominally anhydrous mantle minerals like olivine are often referred to in terms of
weight percent (wt%) H2O because melting of hydrogen-bearing mantle could efficiently
liberate hydrogen from the crystal structure to form water.

There are abrupt and large variations in the potential water storage of olivine polymorphs
within and surrounding the mantle transition zone. Inoue et al. (2010) measured the water
partitioning between the olivine high-pressure polymorphs under the H2O-rich fluid
saturated conditions and found a partitioning ratio of 1:5 for the olivine-wadsleyite
transition and a ratio of 15:1 for the ringwoodite-bridgmanite transition. The results
highlight the possibility that seismically detectable dehydration melting may occur right
above the 410 and/or below the 660 due to the transportation of H2O-rich olivine
polymorphs (Schmandt et al., 2014; Song et al., 2004). Such dehydration melting would
require transport of hydrated mantle out of the transition zone where the H2O storage
capacity is high (~1-2 wt%; Smyth & Jacobsen, 2006) and into the lower storage capacity
zones of either the olivine stability field (~0.08 wt%; Ardia et al., 2012) or the
bridgmanite stability field (~0.004 wt%; Panero et al., 2015). While the potential water
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storage capacity of the mantle transition zone is large, up to several ocean masses, it is
unclear how much is actually stored in the modern mantle.

The water content of the mantle transition zone can be estimated using the
magnetotelluric (MT) measurements because the conductivity of the mantle is strongly
affected by hydrogen content (e.g., Toffelmier & Tyburczy, 2007). Kelbert et al. (2009)
presented a global scale model of the electrical conductivity variations in the Earth’s
mantle by using long period MT data and suggested that at least some parts of the mantle
transition zone are hydrated. A review of regional scale studies by Karato (2011)
similarly suggests heterogeneous but non-negligible water storage in the mantle transition
zone. It is unlikely that large volumes of the transition zone are water-saturated, but water
concentrations on the order of 0.1 wt% may be common based on the MT results (Karato,
2011). It should be noted that water-saturated ringwoodite has been found as a diamond
inclusion (Pearson et al., 2014), but this rare sample associated with a diamond source
region may not be indicative of average mantle properties. Seismic measurements of
absolute mantle velocities within the transition zone are ambiguous indicators of water
content due to tradeoffs with temperature and other compositional effects (e.g., Thio et
al., 2016).

Aside from measuring the volumetrically averaged geophysical properties of the
transition zone, specific consequences of mantle convection interacting with a hydrated
transition zone may be seismically detectable. An influential model for the role of a
hydrated transition in the mantle convection system is referred to as the Transition Zone
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Water Filter model proposed by Bercovici and Karato (2003). It suggests that diffuse
upwelling in response to subduction can create a layer of neutrally buoyant hydrous
partial melt atop the 410 due to the decrease in water storage capacity from wadsleyite to
olivine (Sakamaki et al., 2006). Similarly, dehydration melting could be induced by
downward flow into the lower mantle, but the resulting melt is unlikely to be densitystable and may ascend back into the transition zone. The model proposed that the partial
melt atop the 410 would serve as a chemical filter that could account for the depletion of
incompatible elements in mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) respective to the ocean island
basalts (OIB; Bercovici & Karato, 2003). The hypothesis therefore provides a potential
solution for reconciling the geochemical indications of discrete mantle reservoirs and
geophysical indications of whole mantle convection.

There is considerable evidence supporting the viability of the water filter model, but also
outstanding questions such as whether the transition zone has sufficient water storage for
it to operate. Dehydration melts atop the 410 in the Transition Zone Water Filter model
are thought to be generated from the ambient upwelling of the mantle materials so that
they should be observed globally if the mantle transition zone is generally hydrated.
Although the results from Tauzin et al. (2010) show many localized low velocity layers
(LVLs) above the 410 using receiver functions, the lateral continuity and melt content of
such layers remain unclear. Potential evidence of sub-660 dehydration melting has also
been seismically observed (Liu et al., 2018; Schmandt et al., 2014), but there are many
uncertainties regarding the density, composition, and mobility of hydrous melts at the top
of the lower mantle. By comparing the global topography of the 410 and the 660 derived
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from long period data with the shear wave velocity at mantle transition zone depth,
Houser (2016) suggested a generally dry mantle transition zone except some locally
hydrated places. However, the generally dry conditions defined by Houser (2016) do not
exclude the ~0.1 wt% water concentrations inferred in other studies (e.g., Karato, 2011).
It is not clear if such modest levels of hydration are capable of inducing dehydration
melting at the transition zone boundaries. In this case the relatively high storage capacity
of olivine just above the 410 (compared to shallower depths) may be sufficient to prevent
dehydration melting (Ardia et al., 2012). Sub-660 dehydration melting may remain
feasible for lower transition zone water concentrations on account of the larger water
partitioning ratio between ringwoodite and bridgmanite (Inoue et al., 2010).

To address outstanding questions about transition zone thermal structure and
composition, advances in seismic imaging of mantle transition zone structure across large
areas would be valuable. The nearly continental-scale broadband seismic data collected
from the USArray (www.usarray.org) are an ideal source for constructing such maps of
transition zone structure. Using relatively short period data compared to global mid-point
reflection studies is feasible on account of the array density for recording receiver-side
scattering and makes it possible to constrain the structures on smaller scales. The large
aperture of the USArray provides opportunities to study potential lateral variations. Here
we present a method for imaging the mantle transition zone using Ps scattering kernels
derived for 1D, 2D, and 3D velocity models. Both 1D and 2D synthetic data are used for
validation and to exhibit the advantages and disadvantages of different practical imaging
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choices. Finally, 3D migration images using observational data from the USArray are
presented and the cumulative results are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Method

2.1 Background
Seismological studies of mantle transition zone discontinuities can be categorized into
three major types based on their source-receiver geometry: near-source, mid-point, and
near-receiver (Fig 1, see also Helffrich, 2000). The near-source studies have the
advantages of the highest resolution among the three because of the smallest Fresnel zone
when the reflections/conversions occur (e.g., Collier & Helffrich, 1997; Flanagan &
Shearer, 1998b, Tibi & Wiens, 2005). By modeling the amplitude of the underside P to S
conversions, Zhang et al. (2017) suggested a 12 km upward deflection of the 410 across a
horizontal distance of 180 km near the excepted location of the subducted Nazca slab.
However, these studies are limited by the number and the distribution of deep
earthquakes. Most deep earthquakes are near or within cold subducted slabs, so methods
built upon the near-source framework are not well suited for generic application to dense
broadband array data. The second major type is based on the precursors of the mid-point
surface reflections such as the PP, SS, P’P’ and multiple ScS (e.g., Benz & Vidale, 1993;
Estabrook & Kind, 1996; Revenaugh & Sipkin, 1994; Schmerr & Garnero, 2007; Shearer
& Flanagan, 1999). These methods are less affected by the distribution of the earthquakes
and seismometers, which makes it possible to construct regional to global scale maps
(e.g., Chambers et al., 2005; Gu et al., 2003). For instance, Wei and Shearer (2017)
recently observed a sporadic low velocity layer above the 410 beneath the Pacific Ocean
by stacking an extensive data set of SS precursors. However, because the mid-point
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reflections travel a long distance inside the Earth, the effective frequency content is
generally limited to relatively long periods (~20 s), with the exception of P’P’ precursors
that are occasionally observed at frequencies up to ~1 Hz (e.g., Benz & Vidale, 1993).
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Figure 1. The geometry of three types of seismic methods mentioned in the main text.
The locations of the sources for the mid-point, near-source and near-receiver are placed at
0˚, 15˚ and 30˚ respectively while the receivers are placed at 120˚, 90˚ and 105˚.
Near-receiver methods now are able to achieve high-resolution and continental scale
sampling at the same time due to the assemblage of the USArray data (e.g., Cao &
Levander, 2010; Cheng et al., 2017; Gao & Liu, 2014; Hier-Majumder & Tauzin, 2017;
Schmandt et al., 2012; Wang & Pavlis, 2016) and other dense wide-aperture arrays
(Bonatto et al., 2015; Cottaar & Deuss, 2016; Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2013; Liu et al.,
2015). In the past two decades, Ps receiver functions have been widely used for imaging
the mantle transition zone, but several different imaging approaches have been applied to
teleseismic receiver functions. Among them the common conversion point (CCP) method
is the most commonly applied and has the advantage of being computationally efficient
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and well suited to imaging approximately horizontal interfaces (Kind et al., 2002;
Rondenay, 2009). Under the assumption of horizontal layered structures, the CCP method
migrates the time-domain receiver functions to the depth-domain using the seismic path
from raytracing and stacks the amplitudes within a specified area at each depth. The area
is often determined by first Fresnel zone width (e.g., Cao & Levander, 2010; Schmandt et
al., 2012) or simply assigned to a uniform value based on array density. Although
raytracing with a 1D model is sufficient for resolving some gently dipping anomalies
such as many areas of the 410 and 660, the application of 3D velocity model can lead to
substantial changes in interface depths especially if variations in Vp/Vs are considered
(Schmandt et al., 2012). Moreover, the choice of stacking strategy will also introduce
some differences in the final images. Generally, stacking the data over a larger area or
using lower frequency receiver functions leads to smoother images. However, because
the CCP framework assumes flat interfaces, the method is not able to accurately resolve
steeply dipping structures (Cheng et al., 2016; Rondenay 2009). Therefore, some other
migration methods are desired for the resolution of arbitrarily dipping or discontinuous
interfaces.

Some 3D migration methods are developed within the last decade for application to
teleseismic imaging of the upper mantle. Liu and Levander (2013) proposed a 3D
generalized Radon transform (GRT) method, which built upon the 2D GRT framework of
Rondenay et al. (2001), and they showed its ability to recover cater- and dome-like
interface topography surrounded by a 1D velocity model. More recently, Wang and
Pavlis (2016) used the 3D plane wave migration method to map the mantle transition
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zone beneath the US and found two rough discontinuities. Their method is demonstrated
to resolved dipping structures, but there is no correction for potential polarity changes
due to high dip angles. Under the Kirchoff migration framework, Cheng et al. (2016)
proposed a method with 3D travel time calculations and 1D scattering coefficients and
demonstrated resolution of dipping structures with correct polarities. Subsequently,
Hansen and Schmandt (2017) emphasized the advantages of applying multi-mode (Ps,
Sp) scattering kernels with 3D travel times and scattering coefficients calculated using a
ray theoretical assumption and tested the method with a subduction zone model. In
principle the scattering kernel approach could be extended to inversion rather than direct
migration (e.g., Wilson & Aster, 2005). Here, for the purpose of Ps scattered wave
imaging at mantle transition zone depths on a continental scale, we implement a 3D
migration framework that builds upon the approach of Cheng et al. (2016). The method is
tested for several hypothetical imaging scenarios to improve understanding of the limits
of modern seismic arrays and migration approaches for imaging mantle transition zone
structures.

2.2 Ps Receiver Functions
Ps receiver functions are thought to be the receiver-side Earth’s response with respective
to a steeply incident compressional impulse. At teleseismic distances, the compressional
waves are well separated from the slower shear waves so the vertical displacement 𝑈" 𝑡
and the radial displacement 𝑈$ 𝑡 can be expressed as
𝑈" 𝑡 = 𝑃 𝑡 ∗ 𝐸" 𝑡 ∗ 𝐼 𝑡 , 𝑈$ 𝑡 = 𝑃 𝑡 ∗ 𝐸$ 𝑡 ∗ 𝐼 𝑡
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(1)

where the ∗ denotes convolution. 𝑃 𝑡 is the incoming compressional seismic wave train,
𝐸" 𝑡 and 𝐸$ 𝑡 are the vertical and radial components of the Earth’s response,
respectively. 𝐼 𝑡 is the instrumental response. Thus, through the deconvolution of 𝑈" 𝑡
from 𝑈$ 𝑡 , the Ps receiver functions can be written as
𝑅𝐹 𝑡 = 𝑈$ 𝑡 \𝑈" 𝑡 = 𝐸$ 𝑡 \𝐸" 𝑡

(2)

where the \ indicates deconvolution. In the case of teleseismic recordings, the incoming
compressional waves penetrate the structure beneath the receiver almost vertically.
Therefore, the 𝐸" 𝑡 can be approximated to a delta function 𝛿 𝑡 . Under the
simplification, the 𝑅𝐹 𝑡 is then equal to the 𝐸$ 𝑡 , which means the receiver functions
represent the radial Earth’s responses of the receiver-side structures. Considering the fact
that shear energy is more dominate on the radial component than the compressional
phases, it is thought that the major features in the receiver functions come from the P-to-S
conversions at subsurface scatters. So by migrating these phases on the Ps receiver
functions back to depth-domain, subsurface structures can be imaged.

Both the time-domain iterative deconvolution method and the frequency-domain
deconvolution can be adopted for generating the Ps receiver functions. The time-domain
method has the advantages of setting minimum amplitude easily and therefore giving
clear output traces. Moreover, the outputs can be featured with any kinds of wavelets
which may be useful for particular purposes. However, this method assumes the Ps
conversions share the same frequency contents with the input compressional waves,
which is not always correct especially for the conversions at deeper depths. On the other
hand, the frequency-domain methods can extract all the details inside the seismic
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recordings and are generally faster than the time-domain ones for large amounts of data.
However, the wavelet of the output traces is dependent on the seismic recordings instead
of the users, although it is still possible to replace it later by assuming similar frequency
contents.

2.3 Migration approach and implementation
The general imaging equation can be written as
𝐹 𝒙 =

𝒔

𝒓𝑊

𝒔, 𝒓, 𝒙 ∙ 𝑅𝐹 𝒔, 𝒓, 𝑡 = 𝑇𝒔𝒙 + 𝑇𝒙𝒓 − 𝑇𝒔𝒓

(3)

where the 𝑊 𝒔, 𝒓, 𝒙 is a weighting factor at grid point (𝒙) which accounts for scattering
coefficients and amplitude effects from the incident angle. 𝑅𝐹 𝒔, 𝒓, 𝑡 is the Ps receiver
function of the source (𝒔)-receiver (𝒓) pair. 𝑇𝒔𝒙 is the teleseismic P wave travel time from
the source to the grid point, 𝑇𝒙𝒓 is the local S wave travel time between the scatter point
and the receiver, and 𝑇𝒔𝒓 is the teleseismic P wave travel time from the source to the
receiver (Fig. 2).

In practical, 𝑇𝒔𝒓 can be considered as a special case of 𝑇𝒔𝒙 so that only two travel time
fields are needed for each source-receiver pair. Here the Fast Marching Method (FMM) is
used to calculate the two travel time fields with a given 3D velocity model (de Kool et
al., 2006). For the teleseismic P wave, the FMM will first initialize the travel time at the
boundaries of the propagated grids using a 1D Earth model such as AK135 (Kennett et
al., 1995). Then by solving the Eikonal equation, the P wave travel time field (𝑇𝒔𝒙 ) is
computed. For the local S wave, since the 𝑇𝒙𝒓 is equal to the 𝑇𝒓𝒙 based on the reciprocity
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principle, an artificial source is placed at the position of the receiver. The S wave travel
time field is then generated by propagating S waves through all the grid points.

(a)

(b)

Depth

P wave
S wave

θxr

Txr

Tsx

Tsr

kxr
ksx
qSV
xr

Txr
qSH
xr

ϕsrx

North

Tsx

Figure 2. The ray geometry of the Kirchoff migration and some terms used in the
equations. (a) Cross section of the scatter-receiver plane. The scatters are marked as
squares while the receiver is denoted by the black triangle. The blue and red lines are the
teleseismic P wave and the local S wave respectively. 𝑇𝒔𝒙 is the traveltime of the
compressive wave between the source and the scatter and 𝑇𝒙𝒓 is the shear wave traveltime
between the scatter and the receiver. 𝒌𝒔𝒙 and 𝒌𝒙𝒓 are normalized slowness vectors while
9:
𝒒𝒙𝒓
is the SV polarization. Please note that 𝒌𝒔𝒙 is not necessary to be inside the plane.
𝜃𝒙𝒓 is the incident angle of the local S wave at the receiver. (b) Map view of the source9<
scatter-receiver geometry. The source is marked as the blue star. 𝒒𝒙𝒓
is the SH
polarization and 𝜑𝒔𝒓𝒙 is the differential back azimuth.
Once the calculation of the two travel time fields is completed, the slowness vectors (𝒌)
at each grid point, which are perpendicular to the local wave front, can be extracted by
minimizing the target function 𝜙 =

?

𝑇? − 𝒅? ∙ 𝒌 A . The 𝑇? is the differential travel time

at grid 𝑖 and the 𝒅? stands for the position of grid 𝑖 with respective to the reference point.
The summation is over all the adjacent grids (33 – 1 = 26). Subsequently, the SH and SV
vectors (𝒒) at each grid point are calculated based on the source-gird (for 𝑇𝒔𝒙 ) and the
grid-receiver (for 𝑇𝒙𝒓 ) geometry.
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After the normalization of those ray vectors, the weighting factor 𝑊 is defined as
9<
9:
𝑊 𝒔, 𝒓, 𝒙 = 2 𝛽𝒙 𝛼𝒙 𝒌𝒔𝒙 ∙ 𝒌𝒙𝒓 𝒌𝒔𝒙 ∙ 𝒒𝒙𝒓
∙ sin 𝜑𝒔𝒓𝒙 − 𝒒𝒙𝒓
∙ cos 𝜃𝒙𝒓 ∙ cos 𝜑𝒔𝒓𝒙

(4)

where the 𝛼𝒙 and 𝛽𝒙 are the P wave and S wave velocity at grid point 𝒙 respectively. 𝒌𝒔𝒙
is the normalized slowness vector for the teleseismic wave field and 𝒌𝒙𝒓 is the
9<
9:
normalized and reversed slowness vector for the local S wave field. 𝒒𝒙𝒓
and 𝒒𝒙𝒓
are the

SH and SV polarizations of the grid-receiver geometry (Dahlen et al., 2000). 𝜑𝒔𝒓𝒙 is the
back-azimuth difference between the source and the grid point while 𝜃𝒙𝒓 is the incidence
of the S wave propagated from the grid to the receiver (Fig. 2).

An example of the migrated profile from a single trace with two artificial arrivals
(corresponding with two flat discontinuities with depths of 40 km and 65 km
respectively) is shown in Fig 3. It shows that the Ps kernel curves upward to the station.
This is expected because while the Ps conversions at a flat discontinuity take the
minimum time (following Fermat’s principle), all other grid points in the isochron of the
Ps arrival should be above the flat interface because the P wave travels farther. Another
feature is that there is no energy along the direct P wave ray path, because of the forward
scattering coefficient of P to S conversion is zero (Dahlen et al., 2000). The green dashed
lines indicate a slowness window which will be discussed later in the synthetic section.
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Figure 3. A migrated profile with two artificial arrivals. The ray path of the direct P wave
and the two Ps phases are also plotted. The black solid lines are P wave while the black
dashed lines are S wave. The depth of the two interfaces corresponding to the artificial
arrivals are denoted by the black dotted lines. The green dashed lines outline a slowness
window of 0.04 s/km.
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Chapter 3
Results of Synthetic Tests

In this section, synthetic tests with both 1D and 2D Earth models are presented. The 1D
result serves mainly as a validation of the method. On the other hand, the 2D profiles help
in illustrating the pros and cons of different control parameters we may apply for some
specific targets.

The horizontal grid size is 0.2˚ in both the latitudinal and the longitudinal directions
while the vertical interval is 3 km for all the migration tests unless otherwise stated.
Considering the nearly vertical ray path and the ~0.3 Hz dominate frequency of the Ps
conversions tested here, the 0.2˚ horizontal intervals ensure a smoothly curved kernel and
the 3 km vertical spacing guarantees enough sample rates of the receiver functions.

3.1 1D Synthetics
To validate the migration method, we first used the program Qseis (Wang, 1999) to
calculate synthetic seismograms for the 1D Earth model AK135. The crust structure at
the receiver side was slightly modified to better separate the major free surface multiples
from the time window for the mantle transition zone arrivals. The seismograms were
rotated to P-SV coordinate using the receiver side velocity structures and the slowness of
the teleseismic P wave (Rondenay, 2009). To generate the receiver functions from the
synthetic seismograms, the time domain iterative deconvolution method (Kikuchi &
Kanamori, 1986) was adopted and a shifted negative 1st derivative of the Gaussian
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function was used as the wavelet (see the 2D synthetics section for examples with
different wavelets).

Fig 4 shows the record section of the 1D synthetic receiver functions and the distribution
of 3139 receivers and 30 artificial earthquakes used in the test. The locations of the
stations were chosen to be the same as the observed data in section 4 to make the result
from the test more meaningful. However, to reduce the bias from the irregular
distribution of the stations, a normalization factor was added. The migration equation
used is
𝐺 𝒙 =

𝒔

𝒓L

𝒔,𝒓,𝒙 ∙$M 𝒔,𝒓,NOP𝒔𝒙 QP𝒙𝒓 RP𝒔𝒓
𝒔

𝒓 |L

(5)

𝒔,𝒓,𝒙 |

where the || function returns the absolute value of 𝑊. In this case, the 𝐺 𝒙 has the same
units as the amplitude of the receiver function, i.e. amplitude ratio between the Ps
conversions and the direct P wave with a correct polarity.
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the profiles in Fig. 5.
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Theoretically, a geometrical spreading factor is also needed to account for the amplitude
of the Ps conversions. In the kernel image shown in Fig 3, it is notable that the deeper
interface is better sampled than the shallower one. The difference in sampling will result
in a stronger discontinuity at deeper depths after stacking even if the Ps conversions from
the two interfaces have the same amplitude initially. Therefore in the 3D case, a
A
A
dimensionless factor of 𝑅TUV
𝑅𝒙𝒓
, where the 𝑅TUV and 𝑅𝒙𝒓 indicate the length of the

seismic ray of a reference path and the scatter-receiver path respectively, was adopted to
reduce the effect when the full scattering kernel is used for imaging.

In practice we find that it is advantageous not to use the full scattering kernel for
imaging, because for station spacing of 0.5° the steeply dipping parts of the kernel cause
deeper interfaces to create sub-vertical artifacts that interfere with shallower interfaces.
This effect is explored in the synthetic tests described in section 3.2. To mitigate subvertical artifacts due to insufficient array density we applied a control parameter, called a
slowness cutoff, that limits contributions of the scattering kernel from volumes that are
far from the ray-theoretical conversion points (Fig 3). When using the slowness cutoff,
the increasing area of the scattering kernel with depth mimics the correction for
geometric spreading so that an additional term is not needed. Detailed examples as well
as some guides for choosing the optimal slowness cutoff are given based on synthetic
seismogram tests.

In the 1D synthetic test, a slowness of 0.04 s/km was adopted to set the cutoff window,
i.e. the kernel grid value is only retained if the slowness of the S wave between the scatter
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point and the receiver is in the range of 𝑠𝑙𝑤TUV − 0.04, 𝑠𝑙𝑤TUV + 0.04 s/km. The 𝑠𝑙𝑤TUV
denotes the slowness of the Ps wave calculated from the 1D Earth model AK135 with the
source-receiver geometry. The green dashed lines in Fig 3 outline a slowness window of
0.04 s/km at one side. In the 3D framework, the window should be nearly axisymmetric
with respective to a vertical axis through the receiver.

Fig 5 shows some selected profiles with the 1D synthetics. The images were normalized
based on the maximum absolute value. In all the profiles, the two flat discontinuities, i.e.
the 410 and the 660, are well recovered, which validates the migration method. However,
it is notable that there are some lateral variations on the amplitude of the Ps/P ratios along
the two interfaces. Theoretically, the lateral variations may come from two sources. The
first source is the velocity model used for the raytracing. Seismic anomalies may cause
some concentration (high velocity) or dispersal (low velocity) of the rays and then lead to
differences in lateral sampling. However, since the model used here is a laterally
homogeneous Earth model, it cannot contribute to the variations of the Ps/P ratios. The
second one is the geometry of all the sources and receivers. The artificial earthquakes are
located to provide good back-azimuthal coverage, so the main reason for the lateral
variations should be the unevenly spaced receivers. Thus, these profiles support the idea
that the normalization factor introduced in equation 5 reduced but did not eliminate the
bias from the receiver distribution.

Additional small artifacts were found above the 410. In profile A, they are more clearly
observable in the eastern portion of the array because that receiver density is lower and
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consequently there is less suppression of incoherent signals. A similar pattern is seen by
comparing the two longitudinal profiles (C & D). However, no clear artifacts are
observed at the depths around the 660 anywhere. This observation further illustrates that
the deeper part is better sampled under the migration framework.

Figure 5. Selected migration profiles in the 1D synthetic test. The position of the four
images are denoted in Fig. 3. The two longitudinal profiles are rotated so that they are
distinguished from the top two latitudinal ones.
3.2 2D Synthetics
In this section two types of hypothetical mantle transition zone structures, i.e. dipping
anomalies with sharp boundaries and flat low velocity layers, are used for to investigate
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the strengths and weaknesses of the migration method applied to realistic source-receiver
distributions. Synthetic seismograms were calculated using specfem2D (Komatitsch &
Vilotte, 1998) with an accuracy down to 2 s. A Ricker wavelet with a central frequency
of 0.3 Hz was used as the source time function. All the artificial earthquakes were set as
deep focus events (depths of 500 km to 650 km) so that the depth phases such as the pP,
sP wave lag behind the P660s wave by at least 20 s. In this case, after the rotation from ZR to P-SV coordinates, the SV component of the synthetics serves as the receiver
function. Smoothed versions (~100 km in horizontal and ~ 50 km in vertical directions)
of the 2D structures were used in the raytracing part of the migration problem so that
there are no sharp boundaries in the travel time fields.

3.2.1 Dipping Anomalies
Dipping structures have long been discussed as challenging targets in mantle seismic
imaging. In reality, mantle anomalies with distinctive compositions such as subducted
slabs or delaminated lithosphere may result in dipping structures with relatively sharp
boundaries at mantle transition zone depths. To test if these segments can be recovered
correctly using the migration method, and how the migration parameters affect the
results, a set of 2D synthetic simulations are presented. Fig 6 shows the input 2D
structures for calculating the synthetics. Six dipping heterogeneities were placed between
the depth of 200 km and 1000 km. The left three have a dip angle of 15˚ and the right
three have a dip angle of 25˚. The length of the lower four dipping heterogeneities is 500
km and that of the upper two is 300 km. The thickness of all the segments is 50 km. The
four darker ones have parameters (Vp, Vs and density) perturbation of +5% with
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respective to the background model (AK135) and the lighter two have -5%. 61 receivers
were put at surface with a station spacing of 0.5˚ and 4 teleseismic deep sources were set
at each side with a source spacing of 15˚. The source-receiver geometry gives similar
sampling density and slowness coverage as the observed data from USArray, which
makes the results more practically informative. One synthetic record section of the SV
components is shown in Fig 6.
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Figure 6. The input structures, source-receiver geometry and one example of synthetic
record section in the 2D synthetic test for dipping anomalies. The red dashed lines in the
top panel and geometry diagram bound the imaging area. The synthetic record section
comes from the source with green circle in the geometry.
Fig 7 compares the imaging results from the full kernel stacking and application of a 0.04
s/km slowness cutoff window. All the images are normalized by the maximum absolute
values across the profiles. Please note that a 2D geometrical spreading factor 𝑅TUV 𝑅𝒙𝒓
was applied in the full kernel image. Although the top two dipping segments are not well
resolved, both the images clearly show the 660 km discontinuity and the lower two 15˚
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dipping anomalies with correct polarities. However, the 410 km discontinuity in the full
kernel image is less continuous and there are some nearly vertical artifacts near the
longitude of 60˚. Moreover, the area above the 410 in the full kernel condition is not as
clear as that in the image in which the slowness cutoff window was applied. On the other
hand, the 25˚ dipping features are not as well recovered in the cutoff case compared to
the full kernel because the slowness window truncates the more steeply dipping limbs of
the Ps scattering kernel. Large artifacts such as the nearly vertical features interfering
with the 410 may be more harmful than the deficiency in recovering steeply dipping
features when trying to interpret mantle transition zone phase boundary structure.
Therefore, the slowness cutoff is desired for increasing the confidence in the
interpretation, acknowledging that it limits resolution of features with dip angles ³25˚.
Subsequently, some examples are given to inform discussion of how to choose the cutoff
parameter for practical application.

Figure 7. Migrated profiles of the dipping anomalies with the full kernel (top) and the
0.04 s/km slowness cutoff window (bottom).
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Migrated profiles from three slowness windows, i.e. 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 s/km, are
compared in Fig 8. The larger slowness window (0.06 s/km) image show obvious
advantages in mapping the dipping features over the smaller one (0.02 s/km). The 0.06
s/km case recovers the deepest 25˚ dipping segment and some parts of the middle one
while the 0.02 s/km does not recover either 25˚ dipping segment. Similarly, the top-left
edge of the deepest 15˚ segment is also well resolved by using the 0.06 s/km window
while it is flattened in the 0.02 s/km profile. On the other hand, the shallower parts of the
migrated image surfer more from the contamination from later arrivals in the 0.06 s/km
case than that in the images with smaller slowness windows. For example, the flat 410
km discontinuity is less distorted in the 0.02 and 0.04 s/km cases than it is in the 0.06
s/km profile.

Figure 8. Migrated profiles with three different slowness windows. The wavelet and
slowness window are marked at the left-bottom corner of the images.
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Another note is that there are two weak layers with reversed polarity right above and
below the 660 in almost all the images. These artifacts result from the two negative side
lobes of the Ricker wavelet. Asymmetric influence of the side lobes in the images is
introduced due to the curvature of the scattering kernel (Fig 3). Similar artifacts can be
seen at the 410 and the dipping anomalies as well. These artifacts may be suppressed by
using other kinds of wavelets.

The three wavelets compared here are the Gaussian, the Ricker (also known as the
negative 2nd derivative of the Gaussian) and the shifted negative 1st derivative of the
Gaussian (herein referred to as the 1st derivative). All of these three wavelets are
commonly used in the field of seismology (see also Pavlis & Wang, 2015). The examples
of the wavelets and the migrated profiles from the three wavelets are shown in Fig 9. It
can be seen that the Gaussian wavelet introduces some background values into the image
and shows a much thicker 660 km discontinuity than the other two. Moreover, because of
the conversions from the negative boundaries have reversed polarities, which helps in
cancelling out the background values, those interfaces are well identified by near zero to
negative gaps in the migrated profiles. However, in reality those gaps could also result
from a lack of data. Therefore, the Gaussian wavelet may offer some guides for searching
the negative interfaces but it is not well suited to produce intuitive profiles in general.

Both the Ricker and the 1st derivative show better ability to recover the 410 and the 660
than the Gaussian. The main difference between the two wavelets is that while the Ricker
produces a strong artificial layer beneath the true interface, the 1st derivative generates a
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strong one above (Fig 9). This result is expected based on the curvature of the Ps kernel
and the shape of the wavelets (Fig 3). The curvature of the Ps kernel makes it possible for
earlier arrivals to interfere with later ones. Thus, the front negative side lobe of the Ricker
wavelet is weakened by the main lobe because they have opposite polarity and the later
negative side lobe, in most cases, remains. On the other hand, due to the fact that the 1st
derivative only has a strong front negative side lobe, the main lobe does not cancel it
entirely and there are no artifacts beneath the true interface. Moreover, based on the
shape of the wavelets, the true depth of an interface should be right below the layer
indicated by the main lobe energy in the Ricker profile while it should be at the middle of
the bottom layer in the 1st derivative image.

Figure 9. Migrated profiles with three different wavelets and the shape of the wavelets
used. The wavelet and slowness window are marked at the left-bottom corner of the
images.
3.2.2 Low Velocity Layers atop the 410
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Another potential structure of interest is a low-velocity layer just above or below the
transition zone. Such features may arise due to partial melts or compositional
heterogeneity can be found above the 410 or beneath the 660. Some results indicate they
are relatively flat and continuous across large areas (e.g., Hier-Majumder & Tauzin,
2017) while others suggest sporadic presence of the LVL over short distances (Schmandt
et al., 2011; Tauzin et al., 2010). It is still not clear how large the low-velocity layers
must be to enable seismic detection with receiver functions. Therefore, another 2D model
with five separated low velocity layers atop the 410 was tested. Fig 10 shows the input
2D structures and the widths of the five layers are 50 km, 100 km, 200 km, 400 km and
600 km respectively. The spacing of the layers is 200 km. The thickness of all the LVLs
is 40 km and the velocity gradient structure was set to a linear Vs drop from two sides
with a maximum reduction of 4% at the middle of the layer (Tauzin et al., 2010). The Vp
structures were generated using the same Vp/Vs ratios of the background model (AK135)
while the density was not altered. Similar to the setting of the dipping anomalies, 61
receivers were put at the surface with a spacing of 0.5˚ and 4 deep earthquakes with a
spacing of 10˚ were adopted at each side of the imaging area. The sources-receivers’
geometry and an example of the SV component record section are also given in Fig 10.
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Figure 10. The input structures, source-receiver geometry and one example of synthetic
record section in the 2D synthetic test for LVLs atop the 410. The red dashed lines in the
top panel and geometry diagram bound the imaging area. The synthetic record section
comes from the source with green circle in the geometry.
The former section suggests that the Gaussian is not a general choice for the migration
images while the 1st derivative generates strong negative artifacts above the true
interfaces. Thus neither wavelets are well-suited for the target of discrete low velocity
layers atop the 410, which is explored in this section. Therefore, only the Ricker wavelet
was adopted and a set of different slowness windows were tested.

Fig 11 gives the migrated profiles from the full kernel (with the 2D geometrical spreading
factor) and the 0.04 s/km cutoff window. The images were normalized using the
maximum absolute value between the depth of 400 km and 420 km to make it easier to
identify adjacent arrivals. A flat 660 km discontinuity is clearly displayed in both profiles
while the 410 in the full kernel image is less homogeneous compared to the result using a
slowness-cutoff. Moreover, the LVLs atop the 410 in the full kernel image are migrated
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as a set of scatters instead of continuous segments. In contrast, the 0.04 s/km slowness
window produces more continuous LVLs and shows clear termination at the edges of the
LVLs. Both parameter settings are unable to resolve the 50 km LVL and only show the
100 km LVL at a low confidence level. For widths ³200 km, the LVLs are well resolved
in the 0.04 s/km image. The depth of the migrated LVLs is about 385 km, which is
slightly above the location of the maximum Vs drop (390 km).

Figure 11. Migrated profiles of the LVLs atop the 410 with the full kernel and the 0.04
s/km slowness window. The wavelet and slowness window are marked at the left-bottom
corner of the images.
Similar to the cases in the dipping anomalies section, results from three different
slowness windows are compared (Fig 12). An intermediate value of slowness cutoff
parameter (0.04 km/s) is preferred because higher and lower values have different
imaging advantages. The larger cutoff parameter (0.06 s/km) has the advantage of better
cancelling the negative artifacts above the 410 so that the LVLs are well separated from
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the 410. This feature should be helpful when studying the continuities of LVLs, but there
are more artifacts at shallower depths in the 0.06 s/km profile. The smaller slowness
window (0.02 s/km) lessens shallow artifacts, but weakens the LVLs amplitude compared
to than the intermediate slowness window (0.04 s/km).

Figure 12. Migrated profiles with three different slowness windows. The wavelet and
slowness window are marked at the left-bottom corner of the images.
3.2.3 Effects of the Horizontal Grid Size
As mentioned before, both the latitudinal and longitudinal grid size in all former migrated
profiles are 0.2˚, which is small enough for a smooth kernel at mantle transition zone
depths. To explore the effects of the horizontal grid size, the synthetics from the two 2D
structures were also migrated with a horizontal grid size of 1.0˚ in both directions (Fig
13). In combination with the applied slowness window, a larger horizontal grid makes the
kernel look similar to a traditional CCP kernel. By comparing the Fig 13 with the Fig 7, it
can be seen that the 1.0˚ grid size fails to accurately resolve dipping interfaces and
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instead generates horizontally offset layered structures. The background artifacts are
flatter than those in the profiles with smaller grid size. For the case of the LVLs, the
image from the 1.0˚ grid does show some low velocity structures above the 410.
However, aside from the LVLs in the input model, there are some artificial flat anomalies
above the LVLs in the migrated profile. The 200 km gaps between the LVLs are not well
resolved with the larger grid after comparing it with the migration image using a
slowness cutoff in Fig 11.
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Figure 13. Migrated profiles of the two 2D structures with the 1.0˚ horizontal grid size.
The 2D structures, wavelet and slowness window are marked at the left-bottom corner of
the images.
3.2.4 Effects of the Noise Level
All the former tests were performed with noise-free synthetic data. However, the noise in
the observational data may provide further limits on imaging results. Thus, in this section,
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random selected noise from observational data was added to the 2D synthetic receiver
functions for testing the effects of the noise level.

One of the commonly used criteria in estimating the noise level of the teleseismic
recordings for extracting receiver function is the signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculated
using the root mean square (RMS) values. Commonly, a SNR of ~3 suggests a decent
trace and is adopted for data quality control. Therefore, the first set of the tests was based
on synthetic data with a SNR of 3. Because the SNR can be increased by a factor of 𝑛
through the linearly stack of 𝑛 traces. The second set of the noise tests was conducted
using synthetic data with SNR of 10.

The random noise data were generated from real recordings of the USArray. From the
2007 to the 2014, 8 teleseismic earthquakes (one per year) with magnitude between 6.0
and 7.0 were chosen. Then, the three components broad band data were requested from
IRIS DMC. After removing the instrumental response and applying a band pass filter
between 0.02 Hz and 0.3 Hz, a 120 s long window before the arrival time of the P wave
was cut from all the north component data. These cut traces then became a pool of
standard random noise after the normalization (RMS=1). Overall, there were ~2200
traces and a random number generator was used for the assignment.

Fig 14 shows the migrated profiles with the noisy synthetic receiver functions. The top
panel gives the results from the dipping anomalies structures at the two noise levels. It
can be seen that the SNR 10 image keeps most of the features from the noise-free case
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(Fig 7) while the SNR 3 one shows a less continuous 410 km discontinuity and more
massive shallow artifacts. However, main features such as the 15˚ dipping segment
beneath the 660 is still well reconstructed in the SNR 3 profile. The bottom panel gives
the results from the noisy synthetics with the LVLs atop the 410. Similar to the case of
dipping anomalies, the SNR 10 data produce at least 3 LVLs at a high confidence level.
Unfortunately, it is hard to distinguish the LVLs from the artifacts in the profile with the
SNR 3 data.

Figure 14. Migrated profiles of the two 2D structures with the noisy data. The top two are
for the dipping anomalies while the bottom ones are for the LVLs atop the 410. The SNR,
wavelet and slowness window are marked at the left-bottom corner of the images.
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Chapter 4
Preliminary Applications to the Observed Data

For the observed USArray data (Fig 15), recordings from earthquakes with body wave
magnitude (Mb) larger than 5.6 and epicentral distance between 35˚ and 95˚ were
collected from IRIS DMC (Schmandt et al., 2015). After the removal of the instrumental
responses, the three component data were rotated into P-SV, SH coordinates based on the
source-receiver geometry and the local velocity structures (Schmandt & Lin, 2014). Then
the P component traces were aligned using the multi-channel cross-correlation method
(VanDecar & Crosson 1990). A multi-channel spectral deconvolution method (Hansen &
Dueker, 2009; Mercier et al., 2006) was used for generating the SV component receiver
functions. Finally, a zero-phase band pass filter between 0.03 Hz and 0.25 Hz was
applied to the data. Overall, there were 120,000+ receiver functions from 5125
earthquakes and 3139 stations. Fig 15 shows the linear stacked receiver functions with a
slowness bin of 0.0015 s/km. The P410s and P660s are clearly shown up after the stacking.
The back-azimuth and slowness distributions are also given in Fig 15. Back-azimuth
coverage is not as well-balanced as the case in the 1D synthetic section.
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Figure 15. (a) The distribution of the earthquakes used in this study. (b) Stacked receiver
functions collected from all the source-receiver pairs. (c) The distribution of the back
azimuths of all the recordings. (d) The distribution of the slowness of all the recordings.
As the examples shown in the 2D sections, the wavelet of the receiver functions may play
an important role in the migration. Therefore, following Hansen et al. (2015), a time
domain filter was used to replace the initial wavelet. Fig 16 shows the stacked direct P
arrival, which is regarded as the initial wavelet for the SV component receiver functions.
Then, the filter was generated by solving the equation 𝜓 = 𝐻` \𝐻? . The \ indicates
deconvolution while 𝐻` and 𝐻? are the time-domain target and initial wavelets
respectively. The water level frequency-domain deconvolution method was used and the
water level was chosen to be 0.01. Fig 16 also gives the time domain shape of the filter
(𝜓) and the convoluted wavelet.
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Figure 16. The illustration of converting the initial wavelet to the target one (the Ricker is
used as the example here).
After the preparing of the SV receiver functions, the 3D tomography model provided by
Schmandt and Lin (2014) was adopted for the raytracing. 5125 teleseismic P wave travel
time fields and the 3139 local S wave travel time fields were generated by using the
FMM.

In addition to the slowness window, another cutoff parameter which is based on the backazimuth was applied to reduce the bias introduced by the poor coverage of the backazimuth (Fig 15). The way the back-azimuth cutoff works is similar to the slowness
window. First the back-azimuths of all the grids with respective to the receiver are
calculated based on the geometry. Then a 30˚ back-azimuth cutoff means only those grids
with back-azimuths in the range of [𝑏𝑎𝑧TUV − 30, 𝑏𝑎𝑧TUV + 30]˚ are used for the
migration. The 𝑏𝑎𝑧TUV denotes the back-azimuth of the source with respective to the
receiver. Unlike the slowness cutoff, the application of back-azimuth window will not
introduce any geometrical factors. It is worth to mention that with these two cutoff
control parameters, the scattering kernel may vary from a narrow nearly flat plank, which
is similar to a strict CCP kernel, to a broad hemispherical isochron.
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Fig 17 shows two selected migrated profiles (45.6˚N & 38.6˚N) with the observed data
overlaid on the tomographic model from Schmandt and Lin (2014). A slowness window
of 0.04 s/km and a back-azimuth window of 30˚ were applied. The wavelet of the SV
component Ps receiver functions was converted to the Ricker. Furthermore, the Q values
from the PREM model (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) were used for the correction of
the attenuation effects. In both profiles, the 410 and the 660 clearly show up near the
expected depths (cyan dashed lines) but have some obvious elevations/depressions. For
example, at the longitude of 110˚W in the profile of 45.6˚N, the observed 660 is uplifted
by ~ 20 km. Considering the negative Clapeyron slope of the ringwoodite-bridgmanite
phase transition, the topography suggests warmer temperatures beneath the Yellowstone
hotspot consistent with the low Vs velocity in the tomography model. Similarly, in the
latitude of 38.6˚N, the elevation of the 410 near 94˚W and the depression of the 660 near
92˚W, 85˚W are consistent with the prediction of cold anomalies spanning the transition
zone. However, there are also some places that show topographic shifts inconsistent with
Clapeyron slope expectations. In the 45.6˚N profile, the depth of the 410 near 110˚W
shows no obvious change while the low Vs velocity area implies warmer temperatures.
These observations indicate the topography of the two discontinuities is probably affected
by factors in addition to temperature such as bulk and volatile composition and
convective flow of the mantle (e.g., Schmerr and Garnero, 2007; Solomatov and
Stevenson, 1994).
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Figure 17. Migrated profile (black and white) with the observed data. The tomographic
model from Schmandt and Lin (2014) are plotted as color background. The normal depth
of the 410 and the 660 are marked by the cyan dashed lines.
Besides the topography of the two discontinuities, low velocity layers above the 410 and
below the 660 are important seismic imaging targets to address questions about mantle
composition and dynamics. However, as we shown in the 2D synthetic section, it is hard
to identify the LVLs in the migrated profiles with noisy data. Although the two profiles
show some low velocity area (white) beneath the 660, such as those observed at latitudes
of 114˚W and 88˚W in the profiles of 45.6˚N and 107˚W and 100˚W in the profile of
38.6˚N (Fig 17), we think further synthetic tests are needed to ensure the reliability of
these features.

It is noteworthy that due to the shallow sediments near the edges of the Rocky
Mountains, the receiver functions from that area are noisier than the average.
Consequently, the noisy traces result in some strong artifacts in the migrated profiles.
Therefore, in the profile of 45.6˚N, the layered segments between 98˚W and 104˚W may
be artifacts.
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Chapter 5
Discussion

Only the direct Ps conversions are used for imaging the mantle transition zone in the
method developed here. Unlike the crust reverberations, the free surface multiples
associated with the 410 and the 660 are well separated from the time window set by the
P410s and the P660s (Fig 15). Therefore, the artifacts generated by those secondary phases
should be deeper than the study area here. There are some other global seismic phases
that may interfere with Ps conversions from the transition zone at certain distances. The
PcP and the P660P arrivals intersect in the synthetic time versus slowness figure (Fig 4,
Fig 6 & Fig 10). Due to the large differential move out of the PcP, it may lead to steeply
dipping artifacts in the migration images. However, through the stacking of the images
from different source-receiver geometries, these features become incoherent and then are
suppressed in the final profiles (Fig 5, Fig 8 & Fig 12). This observation emphasizes the
importance of diverse source-receiver pairs.

In the 2D synthetic sections with the dipping anomalies, the slowness window was
adopted for removing the nearly vertical artifacts (Fig 7). By applying the cutoff, there is
a tradeoff that the ability of the method to resolve steeply dipping features is reduced.
Alternatively, the incoherent signals could be suppressed without sacrificing resolution
by densifying the stations, as shown by the 2D synthetic examples of Hansen and
Schmandt (2017). In reality, there will always be some tradeoff between the aperture and
the spacing when the array is designed. Therefore, for the cases in which the aperture is
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more important, such as the studies of the mantle transition zone, the slowness cutoff
window is a practical choice for removing the unwanted artifacts. The width of the
slowness window will then be chosen based on both synthetic tests and specific targets of
interest in the study area.

Three widely used wavelets were tested with the same hypothetical structures. Each has
different strengths, but the two wavelets with positive and negative values that integrate
to zero are generally preferred. Due to the non-zero integral, the Gaussian wavelet
produces images with strong background values. The general goal for scattered wave
migration is to reconstruct small scale heterogeneities, so strong background values rather
than cancelling of mixed polarities during stacking is an obstacle to interpreting detailed
interface structure. Instead, both the Ricker and the 1st derivative are able to give clearer
or lower amplitude background values because of their zero integral form. Considering
the upward curvature of the Ps kernel (Fig 3), the negative side lobe before the main
arrival also helps in sharping the interfaces. However, for the Ricker wavelet, the energy
from the main lobe is not able to cancel the negative side lobe after it. Therefore, the true
discontinuities in the images produced by the Ricker wavelet are always indicated by
some normal-reversed (top-bottom) polarity couplets (Fig 8, see also Hansen &
Schmandt 2017). Similar situations are observed in the images of the 1st derivative as
well but by reversed-normal polarity instead. The reason is that the negative side lobe in
the 1st derivative is too strong to be well cancelled by the main arrival. Therefore, it is
hard to say the Ricker is better than the 1st derivative or vice versa without knowing the
primary targets. If potential LVLs atop the 410 are the target, like the synthetic test in
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section 3.2.2, the reversed discontinuity above the 410 introduced by the 1st derivative
then is less effective. If instead the target is potential LVLs beneath the 660, the 1st
derivative should be a better choice than the Ricker. It is noteworthy that these
suggestions are based on the curvature of the Ps kernel. For the Sp kernel, which is
curved downward, the Ricker will produce a reversed layer above the true interface
(Mancinelli & Fischer 2018).

Compared to the 2D synthetic test, the 1D synthetic test shown in section 3.1 does not
have a clear reversed layer above the true interfaces even if the wavelet of the receiver
functions is the 1st derivative (Fig 5). Part of the reason is the color scale adopted for the
images, which mutes amplitudes near zero. Additionally, stacking of the Ps kernels from
all back-azimuths cancels the negative side lobe better than only using two different
back-azimuths in the 2D case. However, the conclusion does not apply to the observed
data. Due to the poorly balanced back-azimuth coverage of the observed data (Fig 15),
the back-azimuth window was necessary for constructing a stable model. Otherwise,
signals from the dominate two directions, i.e. NW and SE, will produce massive artifacts
if the area is out of the plane. A tradeoff of applying the back-azimuth cutoff is that it
also reduces the number of traces in stacking. Therefore, the Ricker, rather than the 1st
derivative, was adopted for the migration of the observed data to avoid large reversed
layers above the two main discontinuities.

Overall, there is no perfect solution for choosing the cutoff windows and the wavelets. In
some cases, such as investigating LVLs adjacent to major discontinuities, consideration
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of migration images using multiple wavelets could be a valuable aid for interpretation.
Using synthetic tests with hypothetical structures, it is still possible to separate the
reliable features from the artifacts and then give reliable interpretations.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

We extended the 3D pre-stack migration method following Cheng et al. (2016) so that it
is more applicable to 3D imaging of mantle transition zone structures and then validated
the new method with synthetic tests. In the 1D synthetic test, two nicely recovered flat
discontinuities, the 410 and the 660, imply the method is capable of resolving the main
features of the transition zone with data similar to that of the USArray without
introducing major artifacts. However, it is also found that some parameters, such as the
slowness cutoff window and the wavelet of the receiver function data, can heavily affect
the migrated results. 2D synthetic tests with dipping anomalies or LVLs atop the 410
were then conducted for illustrating the pros and cons of different control parameters.
Generally, a slowness cutoff window is desired if the station density is not high enough to
cancel shallow artifacts. The wider the window is, the larger the maximum recoverable
dip angle will be. The Gaussian wavelet is not suitable for the migration of Ps receiver
functions with our tests while both the Ricker and the 1st derivative have greater ability to
recover detailed interface structures. However, the latter two wavelets will always
produce a reversed interface either above or below the true discontinuities. Therefore, we
suggest to choose the wavelets based on the understanding of the primary targets as well
as associated synthetic tests tailored to hypotheses about the study area.

Subsequently, the observed data from the USArray were migrated with the method. The
410 and the 660 are clearly shown up in the profiles and most of the depth variations are
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consistent with the prediction from mineral physics in sign. However, there are also
several controversies between our observation and the expected changes, which indicates
factors other than temperature may also have influence on the topography of the two
discontinuities in the region.
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